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SromaSi aRwerilia uaxlesi nanoteqnologiuri NuCell-Direct™
sistemis biosamedicino kvlevis Sedegebi. Sefasebuli da gaxsnilia
xsenebuli biokompleqsis paTofiziologiur meqanizmTa kaskadi.
NuCell-Direct™ sistema avlens adamianis ujredis membranis
struqturaTa kopirebis
unars. garsis konstruqciis imitirebis
gziT realizdeba
bioinformaciis transmisiis efeqti, rac
ganapirobebs biologiurad aqtiur da arastabilur substanciaTa
stabilurobas maTi translokaciis procesSi.
paTofiziologiuri
TvalsazrisiT
biologiuri
bloki
xasiaTdeba
mniSvnelovani
mastabilizebeli
efeqtiTa
da
kompoziciuri mesenjeruli funqciiT, rac efuZneba fosfolipiduri
membranis dizainis duplicirebis erTian princips ZuZumwovrebis
klasSi, upirveles yovlisa - adamianebSi.
NuCell-Direct™ sistema avlens ormag efeqts:
1. uzrunvelyofs organizmSi permanentulad generirebad
nomenklaturul arastabilur naerTTa mdgradobas da
2. ayalibebs dualuri tipis biosatransporto Nano-Complexes™
subsistemas aqtiuri singularuli da integrirebuli substanciebis
rigi funqciebis realizaciis mizniT.
integrirebuli
struqturebi
warmoadgenen
SekavSirebul
bioaqtiur
substanciebs
da/an
Nano-Complexes™
erTeulebs,
romlebsac N
NuCell-Direct™ sistema aqtiurad izidavs da nergavs sakuTar
sivrceSi.
dadasturebulia NuCell-Direct™ sistemis Cinebuli mdgradoba.
is efeqturad axorcielebs bioaqtiur ingredientTa inkorporacias
aqtiur fiziko-qimiur garemoSic ki.
NuCell-Direct™
sistema
dakompleqtebulia
serveruli
kurieruli funqciiT, rac ganapirobebs mis aqtiur Sebmas samizne

qsovilovan sivrcesTan. sistema xasiaTdeba
inkorporirebuli
aqtiuri
ingredientis drois realur maStabSi swrafi gaSoriSorebis
efeqtiT.
NuCell-Direct™ sistema aRWurvilia bioaqtiur substanciaTa
da/an Nano-Complexes™ -is penetrirebis wesiT transmisirebisa da
maTi lokaluri da parenteraluri aplicirebis funqciebiT.
bioaqtiuri substanciebi da/an Nano-Complexes™ -i
pirveladad
inkorporirdebian
NuCell-Direct™
sistemaSi, Semdgom fiqsirdebian pericelularul
sivrceSi da absorbirdebian ujredSida struqturebSi. Aamdenad,
isini warmoadgenen efeqtur Terapiul instruments rogorc zogad
samedicino, aseve dermatologiur da kosmetologiur praqtikaSi.
NuCell-Direct™ sistemis gamoyenebis procesSi aRiniSneba mis
SemadgenlobaSi Semaval aqtiur ingredientTa koncentraciis
swrafi daqveiTeba, ris gamoc am moduls ar axasiaTebs
arasasurveli Tanmdevi efeqtebi.
gasaRebi sityvebi:
sityvebi: nanoteqnologia, ujredi, satransporto sistema,
biologiurad aqtiuri nivTiereba
Imitation of the Human Cell Membrane: The novel delivery system, NuCellDirect™ of the present finding has been developed for stabilization and proper delivery
of the very unstable biologically active substances. NuCell-Direct™ imitates the cell’s
own design and provides the unique and effective system for the delivery of active
ingredients across the cell membrane.
Powerful Stabilize & Delivery in One: NuCell-Direct™ delivery system is an
imitation of the mammalian (primarily human) cell membrane. It provides dual benefits:
Powerful stabilizer of unstable substances, naturally presented in living
organisms;
delivery system for both, singular active substances as well as or for complex of
biologically active substances (Nano-Complexes™).
Integrated Structure: The bioactive substances and/or Nano-Complexes™ are
actually entrapped within NuCell-Direct™ and are an intricate part of the delivery
system. In other words, active substances become an integrated part of NuCell-Direct™
delivery system.
Excellent Stability: NuCell-Direct™ provide incorporated active ingredients
(Bioactive substances and/or Nano-Complexes™) with the extraordinary stability to the
extreme physical and chemical conditions.
Targeted Delivery: NuCell-Direct™ promote direct delivery of the active
ingredients to the target tissue.
Time-Release: NuCell-Direct™ provide the incorporated active ingredients with
time-release effects.
Penetration Enhancer & Vehicle for Topical & Parenteral Application: NuCellDirect™ delivery system is thus not only useful vehicle for the topical and parenteral

application of bioactive substances and/or Nano-Complexes™ but also can be used as a
penetration enhancer for topical application of other skin treating agents. Bioactive
Substances and/or Nano-Complexes™ incorporated into NuCell Direct™ delivery
system enhances the absorption of the bioactive substances into the cell, thereby
providing a useful therapeutic tool for skin care and other treatment applications.
Reduction of active ingredients: NuCell-Direct™ technology allows significant reduction
of active ingredients usage amount, and as a result significant reduction of their side
effects.
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INTRODUCTION
The most important aspect of any therapeutic method is to deliver the active
agents to the cell’s targeted receptors. The delivery system must provide stability to the
incorporated active agents, while allowing its absorption and delivery thereof. For the
adequite therapy it is necessary that both requirements be met. Especially in the areas of
topical and parenteral administration, it is critical to have the delivery system, which
crosses the cell membrane and allows the active agents to exert their effects.
Stratum corneum, the outer layer of skin, is the multi-cellular membrane of
flattened, metabolically active cells. In living organisms, the membrane is dynamic, and
the transfer or blocking of various agents across this barrier is an important process and
the main attribute of a therapy. In addition, it is necessary for bioactive components to be
physically and chemically stable, yet still available for absorption in bioavailable form
and the delivery system must be able to meet all these criterions.
The weakness of the current topical or transdermal delivery systems include
instability of active substances in it, the thermo-sensitivity for various groups and
capability to cross the biological barriers. Another problem the current delivery systems
face is inhibition mechanisms normally existing in the living organisms, as well as poor
intracellular penetration.
Liposomes have been suggested as a technique for the delivering of active agents
to cells. However, nanoparticles incorporated into liposomes suffer from problems such
as long-term stability as well as transmembrane barrier characteristics, which are strongly
determined by the overall composition of the liposome system.
Numerous studies have considered polymeric delivery systems. Each of these
systems provide certain benefits, but none of them provide a universal system suitable for
the multitude of various types of active agents available in the therapeutic world.
Thus, both the pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries still need a delivery system
that will have the following features: delivery system which physically stable to different
type of energy; often it is necessary to apply excess energy to incorporate active
substance(s) into delivery system; chemically stable delivery system, which is capable to
keep its integrity under multiple
chemical substances, pH and ionic forces; has the long lifetime; is compatible with
multiple different types of active agents with diverse chemical structures, such as
proteins, steroids, lipids, carbohydrates, etc; provides stability for non-stable active

substances; efficiently serves its primary function of facilitating the delivery of the active
agent(s) to its target site.
FUNCTIONALITY AND MECHANISM OF NOVEL DELIVERY SYSTEM
The novel delivery system NuCell-Direct™ has been developed for stabilization
and proper delivery of very unstable active substances.
NuCell-Direct™ delivery system has an integrated structure, approximating that
of a mammalian, especially the human cell membrane. NuCell-Direct™ is composed of
highly specialized proteins, lipids and carbohydrates; the very same ones that comprise
the human cell membrane. It imitates human cell’s own design and provides a unique and
effective system for the delivery of bioactive substances and/or Nano-Complexes™
across the cell membrane.
Greatest increase in stability and proper delivery can be obtained when specific
NuCell-Direct™ delivery systems designed for particular active ingredient or its
combination. Composition of each NuCell-Direct™ is specially designed and adjusted to
specific bioactive substances and/or Nano-Complexes™ to maximize its effectiveness.
Using apropriate algorithms, BIONOVA efficiently creates specific NuCell-Direct™
delivery systems matched to the chemical structure and molar concentration of the active
substances, so they can be stabilized and delivered properly.
Using NuCell-Direct™ technology it is possible to incorporate and stabilize
multiple different unstable active substances with different chemical structures; even of
the substances that ordinary would be unstable in presence of each other. NuCellDirect™ is capable of delivering both, hydrophilic and hydrophobic substances, yet in
one unified system. NuCell-Direct™ technology has triple physiological advantages:
Stabilizes very unstable singular active substances and/or complex of biologically
active substances (Nano-Complexes™); efficiently delivers singular biologically active
substances or Nano-Complexes™ to the site and its biological action provides modulated
time-release effects.
NuCell-Direct™ delivery system is capable of incorporating quantities of
bioactive agents up to about five [5] moles of bioactive agent per mole. The quantity of
bioactive agents is preferably limited to less than about two [2] moles of bioactive agent
per mole of the delivery system and desired to be less than about one-tenth [0.1] mole of
bioactive agent per mole.
The bioactive substances and/or Nano-Complexes™ are actually entrapped within
NuCell-Direct™ and are an intricate part of the delivery system as opposed to being
encapsulated in the liposomes and other delivery systems (see Liposome & NuCellDirectTM structures). In other words, active substances become an integrated part of
NuCell-Direct™ delivery system. That is why even if the entire structure of the NuCellDirect™ for some extreme reasons is collapsed, crumpled or partially destroyed, active
substances will continue to be protected.
These powerful features of NuCell-Direct™ effectively make obsolete the
Liposome delivery system currently used by pharmaceutical, nutritional, and skin care
industries.

COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE OF NUCELL-DIRECTTM
NuCell-Direct™ has an integrated structure, close to that of a mammalian cell
membrane and consists of the substances vital for the human body.
NuCell-Direct™ delivery system comprises of:
Stabilizing media
Lipid fraction
Carbohydrate fraction
Protein fraction
Composition of NuCell-DirectTM Delivery System

Stabilizing Media: The stabilizing media of NuCell-Direct™ delivery system
comprises of purified water in combination with adjuvants such as protein stabilizers,
antioxidants, cryoprotectants, chelating agents, protease inhibitors, preservatives, bile
acids, stabilizers, and other reagents. Depending upon the particular use of the delivery
system, these adjuvants are added in minor amounts to perform their designated purposes.
Lipid Fraction: NuCell-Direct™ delivery system contains the lipid fraction. The
lipid fraction is composed of a mixture of lipids. It is desirable that at least five different
lipids be presented in NuCell-Direct™ delivery system, most preferably between nine to
fifteen different lipids. Exact composition of lipid fraction depends on active
ingredient/active complexes chemical structures to be incorporated, level of stability
necessary to achieve and place of delivery of substrate.
The amount of each of the lipid in the composition varies within limits depending
on the intended use of the particular delivery system. One of the major components of
lipid fraction of the NuCell-Direct™ is the Hydrogenated Phospholipid. To increase the
stability and reduce linkage of the actives from NuCell-Direct™ it is necessary to use
various types of modified Phospholipids with the long chain lipids, like DMPE (C:14),
DMPG*Na (C:14), DPPC (C:16), DPPE (C:16), DPPG*Na (C:16), DSPC (C:18),
DSPG*Na(C:18), DSPE (C:18) and others. To stabilize the system and to increase
physico-chemo stability of actives it is also necessary to use multiple types of saturated

fatty acids with long chain lipids (C18:0 – C30:0) along with sterols, which increase the
rigidity and reduce the fusion of the system. C18 - C22 Triacylglecerols with saturated
fatty acids increases the potency of the NuCell-Direct™, while C18 – C22
Triacylglecerols with unsaturated fatty acids increases flexibility and fusion of the
system. Sphingolipids and/or Glycosphingolipids can be added to the lipid fraction if it
necessary to incorporate transmembrane cellular factors and are useful in applications
where it is necessary to obtain specific biological effects.
Carbohydrate Fraction: NuCell-Direct™ also contain a carbohydrate component.
The carbohydrate component is preferably composed of a mixture of one or more
Glycosoaminoglycans, Glycoproteins, Mono & Disaccharides, and Attachment Matrix
Factors.
The amount of each of these components in the composition varies within the limits
depending on the intended use of the particular delivery system. To increase the stability
and reduce linkage of the actives from NuCell-Direct™ it is necessary to use various
types of Glycosoaminoglycans, particularly various types of Chondroitin Sulfates and
Hyaluronic Acid. Heparin and Glycoproteins reduce fusion of NuCell-Direct™. Mono &
Disaccharides increase the stability of incorporated active ingredients.
Protein Fraction: Another vital fraction of NuCell-Direct™ delivery system is
protein component. The amount of each component of protein fraction in the composition
varies as well depending on destination. The major component of protein fraction of the
NuCell-Direct™ is a structural protein - Collagen. To increase the strength, stability, and
reduce linkage of the actives from NuCell-Direct™ it is necessary to use various types of
collagens. Another structural protein, Elastin allows increasing strictness and reducing
fusion from the NuCell-Direct™. Also various non-animal derived proteins can be used
in specific applications as an alternative to animal derived collagen and elastin.
Cytoskeleton and extracellular proteins are useful in applications were it is necessary to
obtain additional specific biological effects as well as to incorporate transmembrane
cellular factors.
Attachment Matrix Factors: NuCell-Direct™ also contain an attachment matrix
factors component. Usually attachment matrix factors are represented by carbohydrate
and protein components. The attachment matrix factors component may be comprised of
a single carbohydrate or protein, but it is preferably composed of a mixture of
carbohydrate and protein components.
The amount of each of attachment matrix factor components in the composition
varies within limits. The major component of attachment matrix factor of the NuCellDirect™ is an Acid Soluble Collagen, and various types of Poly-Lysine Hydrobromides
with the different molecular weights. To increase the adhesive ability of the NuCellDirect™ components and to improve physical stability of the incorporated active
ingredients it is necessary to use protein and/or glycoproteins, and carbohydrate
components of the attachment matrix factors.
Only nano- and pico quantities of protein and carbohydrate attachment matrix
factors in conjunction with specialized carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins allow
incorporating active compounds into the NuCell-Direct™ matrix. This can be achieved as
a result of the special technological process, including high energy mixing procedure of
the above mentioned fractions.

NuCell-Direct™ delivery system has a more sophisticated composition and
integrated structure than liposomes. In terms of physical stability, the choice of liposomes
is often limited. In NuCell-Direct™ delivery system architecture of the multiple long
chain lipids and saturated alkyl acids, simultaneously with specialized carbohydrates,
proteins, and attachment matrix factors provide rigid bilayers with low permeability for
small, non-bilayer interacting compounds.
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NUCELL-DIRECT™ DELIVERY SYSTEM
As a result of its integrated structure, close to that of a human cell membrane, NuCellDirect™ delivery system promotes following effects:

Structure of NuCell-Direct™ Delivery System

Liposome

NuCell-Direct™
PROTEINS
None
CARBOHYDRATES
none
LIPIDS
Natural Phospholipids
CONTAINS
Water Soluble Actives
OR
Oil Soluble Actives

PROTEINS
Periphera l Proteins
Structural Proteins
CARBOHYDRATES
Glycoproteins
Glycosoaminoglycans
LIPIDS
Natural Phospholipids
Sphingolipids
Modified Phospholipids
Glycosphingolipids
Unsaturated Fatty Acids
Esterified Nonpolar
Lipids
Triacy lglycerols
CONTAINS BOTH
Water Soluble Actives
AND
Oil Soluble Actives

Comparison of NuCell-DirectTM Delivery System and Liposomes

Liposomes

NuCell-DirectTM

Active ingredients are stabilized
(encapsulated) inside the liposome
globule. If the globule ruptures, the
active ingredients are discharged out
of the globule and loose their stability.

NuCell-Direct™ provides entrapped
active
ingredients
(Bioactive
Substances
and/or
NanoTM
Complexes )
with
extraordinary
stability to the extreme physical and
chemical conditions.

Moderate, because of low affinity
(association) between the liposome
structure and the composition of the
human cell membrane.

Excellent, because the composition
and structure of NuCell-Direct™
Delivery System approximates the
structure of a human cell membrane.

Minimal, because liposome itself has
no tissue specific features. Also, the
liposome composition cannot be
substantially adjusted to the structure
of active substances.

Strong ability to deliver particular
active ingredients to targeted place.
Composition of NuCell-Direct™ should
be adjusted to the structure of active
substance(s), which has to be
stabilized & derived to the targeted
place. Provides with time-release
effects
of
incorporated
active
ingredients

Conventional technology is used in
and
skin
care
industries.

Unique
sophisticated
NanoTechnology.
Modeling is based on imitation of the
living biological systems.

Limited due to the size and loading
capacity of the liposome’s globule, and
other physical and chemical factors.

Large. Can hold and stabilize both,
water-soluble
and
oil-soluble
substances simultaneously. Provides
dual benefits:
- delivery system for Singular
substance or for
NanoComplexes™;
- powerful stabilizer of unstable
substances.
Capable
to
incorporate
simultaneously
biologically
active
proteins,
carbohydrates and lipids.

Production
Limitations

Can be produced only in liquid form.

Can be produced in any form including
fine freeze-dried powder.

Formulatin
g
Limitations

Use of liposome is limited by adverse
effects of such factors as temperature,
pH, shear mixing, surfactants, alcohol,
etc.

Practically unlimited formulating
abilities.

Shelf Life

Limited depending on the type of
Liposome.

Practically unlimited shelf life.

Stabilizing
Ability
Penetration
Ability

Targeted
Delivery of
Active
Ingredients

Technology pharmaceutical

Loading
&
Stabilizing
Capacity

Intra-and intercellular delivery of the bioactive compositions,;
Enhances the penetration ability of the incorporated active ingredients;
Promotes direct delivery of the actives to the target place;
Reduces the usage amounts of active ingredients to very low levels and, as a result,
significantly reduces their side effects.
Time release effects of the incorporated active ingredients/complexes.
NuCell-Direct™ enhances the absorption of the bioactive substances/complexes
into the cell, thereby providing a useful therapeutic tool for medical and cosmetic
applications. The novel delivery system is also useful as vehicle and stabilizer for the
nutritional and health care products, such as antioxidants and free radical scavengers,
vitamins and their coenzymes, bioflavonoids, minerals and trace elements, food
supplements (dietary products), and for modeling and standardizing herbal and botanical
products.
A significant use of NuCell-Direct™ delivery system is as the delivery system for
pharmaceutical products, especially pharmaceutical products targeting the patient’s
cellular communication system.
NuCell-Direct™ delivery system provides therapeutic methods, which utilize
multi-component biologically active complexes (Nano-Complexes™) for the restoration
of normal cell metabolism in patients in need of such treatment. These multi-component
biologically active complexes can be utilized in the treatment of the wide variety of
pathologies, which have their origin in the disruption of normal biological information
transfer thus resulting in the consequent alteration of normal cell metabolism.
Delivery system for specific Nano-Complexes™ has been developed for topical
application to treat multiple skin dysfunctions (skincare and cosmeceutical products),
such as chapping (dry skin), oily skin, eye puffiness, dark circles, anti-aging products,
stretch marks, cellulite and etc.
Specific complexes are provided which can be utilized to topically treat various
skin diseases, such as atopic dermatitis, ichthyosis, psoriasis, acne, comedones,
seborrhea, eczema, neurodermatitis, macular atrophies, skin aplasias,
hyperkeratinizations, alopecia an many others.
Also developed completely new type of delivery system for parenteral
administration of biopharmaceutical products (bioactive complexes) suitable for
administration to patients suffering from trauma or shock. Targeted Nano-Complexes™
has been incorporated into the novel delivery system.
The novel delivery system is not only useful as a topical and parenteral vehicle for
the aforementioned bioactive substances and/or complexes, but may also be used as a
penetration enhancer for the topical application of other treatment agents, such as
steroids, antimicrobial & anti-inflammatory agents, bioactive proteins & polypeptides
(like Growth Hormone, Insulin, etc), sunscreens, etc.
Technology of bioactive complex modeling allows assembling NuCell-Direct™
delivery system specifically for parenteral administration of similar therapeutic agents.
The big segment of benefits of NuCell-Direct™ delivery system is due to their
biocompatibility, biodegradability, and low immunogenicity. The technological advance
of NuCell-Direct™ significantly improves absorption, distribution, metabolization and
excretion of the bioactive compounds they carry and mediates the pharmacological,
therapeutic, and toxic response in animals and man.

It is important to mention that only this technological platform allows
manipulating with nano (10-9) and with pico (10-12) quantities of active substances to
assemble targeted Nano-Complexes™ stabilized into NuCell-Direct™ delivery system.
This is the normal range of biologically active substances naturally presenting in a living
organism. Thus, imitation of bioactive substances composition naturally presenting in a
human organism (Nano Complexes™) allows achieving physiological effects with this
tiny (nano & pico) quantities of actives.
Unprecedented ability to stabilize and deliver active substances, allows to obtain
highest physiological and pharmacological meaning and at the same time provide the
safety by using those substances in the concentrations, which never exceeds buffering
mechanism, naturally presented in a living system (for each biological substance there
thirtain range of concentration, which easily can be metabolized and degraded from the
human body, without any negative impact on the normal physiology).
APPLICATION OF NUCELL-DIRECTTM DELIVERY SYSTEM
NANO-SKIN-TECH™ – new generation of skin care products.
Cosmetics
Highly specialized skin care products
For more information, please visit www.bionovalab.com
NANO-NUTRI™ – new generation of nutritional products
A new generation of antioxidants and free radical scavengers with Bioflavonoids &
Nucleosides (see OXITREL™).
Targeted Nano-Complexes™ for prostate treatment, based on the unique composition of
naturally existing antioxidants, Caratenoids, amino acid derivatives, Phytosterols and
specific unsaturated fatty acids.
Targeted Nano-Complexes™ of Vitamins along with their Coenzymes, Bioflavonoids,
Minerals and trace elements
Modeling and standardizing biological activity of herbal and botanical products
Highly efficient, well-balanced food supplements.
NANO-CEUTICAL™ – new generation of pharmaceutical products
A new generation of pharmaceutical products targeting the restoration of the body’s own
biological information transfer system, including products for parenteral application for
various acute conditions, like shock as well as for chronic diseases.
A new generation of pharmaceutical and over-the counter products, including products
for transdermal drug delivery systems for drugs like Insulin, Growth Hormone, etc.
NANO-DEFENSE™– new generation of bio-warfare products
Bacterial invasion control system. This producta are based on the most potent
antibacterial nanocomplex, BactoStat™. Help defend against biological agents. Creates a
protective barrier on the skin. Increases skins anti-bacterial resistance. Enhances selfhealing processes.
For more information, please visit www.biodefender.com
Based on BactoStat™ technology it was developed whole family (QurFamily™) of
products for civilian use, such as:

QurNail – multi-component nail treatment. Contains 6 Anti-microbial and 5 Antioxidants
in one personal care formula.
For more information, please visit www.qurnail.com
QurSkin –the most powerful Anti-microbial & Anti-inflammation product. For effective
treatment of general skin infections, bedsores, skin lesions (diabetic, etc.), skin itchiness,
skin cuts and scrapes, minor burns.
QurBurn – Powerful Anti-Burn Formula. For effective treatment of skin burn
accompanied with infection and pain.
Sun Burn Formula - Anti-Inflammatory Spray. Relieves Pain Sensation. Protects from
Sun burn inflammation.
Folliculitis Bikini - alleviates skin inflammation, relives burning and itching sensation,
prevents ingrown hair.
Athletes Foot - for effective treatment of Athletes Foot and alleviation of symptoms
caused by Tinea Pedis.
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